The SUPER GHOST Ultimate
New holster GHOST is studied and built particularly for I.P.S.C. and U.S.P.S.A According to the
shooters’ needs and experiences we made new holster thinking about simplicity, se- curity and
practicality. The ULTIMATE GHOST holster gives many solutions for any shooter and consents
SECURITY and FAST. It is built with high industry materials and methodologies, and has passed
the most severe tests.
Use the white screws to get a gun fixed in the holster.
a)
The FASTEST possible draw: the pistol can be drawn with 2 MOVEMENTS first high up “3MM,
then forward” thanks to the sphere blocking system on the gun itself.
b)
Possibility of regulating the intensity of the sphere blocking system (according to your
needs) by replacing the compression spring that is given as a sphere part in the set .
c)
More security: the pistol can be blocked in the holster with a fast release operating on the
sphere by blocking it
d)
The GHOST height can be regulated, according to your needs, operating on the blocking
screws and the pieces of set.
e)
The GHOST, thanks to its simple device (by screws), allows the regulation of the gun
inclination for the best grip. Insert the pistol safety, push the “button” and turn-up, if you want
to block the gun inside in relax position. When you need a retention position push the button
and turn-down. In order to unlock it quickly pull-up the lever and draw the pistol.

WARNING !!
READ THE FOLLOWING BEFORE USING AMADINI GHOST HOLSTER
‐ Use of a handgun under any condition may be dangerous ‐ Great care should be taken when placing or drawing a handgun from its holster. –Before placing a loaded
handgun in the holster, try the fit with an unloaded handgun. ‐ Carrying any handgun with a live cartridge in the chamber may cause an accidental discharge ‐ Cocking
the holstered handgun may cause great danger ‐ Modifications made to the weapon, such as the use of trigger shoes or grip adapters, may change the position of the
handgun in the holster and may lead to unsafe and extremely dangerous condition. ‐ Alterations made to an AMADINI Ghost Holster or the placement of an
inappropriate gun, for which the holster was not built for, may cause dangerous condition. ‐ It is also the user’s responsibility to regularly check the holster and its
hardware. Should it become defective, broken, or worn, cease use immediately – If your holster is built with tension screws, we recommend you check and adjust before
each use. – To avoid movement of the handgun in the holster, please be certain that your gun is fixed. – To prevent movement keep your thumb on back of the hammer
or slide when inserting. – Keep your fingers away from the trigger when drawing or replacing handgun in holster ‐ During physical activity the gun should be held in place
with your hand to prevent it from dropping. Beretta by AMADINI GHOST HOLSTER reserves every right to introduce any modification to its items for improvement or
order trade purpose without notice. No returns will be accepted without prior factory authorization.

Limited Warranty:
All the Amadini GHOST products have a limited two years warranty against material or manufacturing defects from the date of
purchase.
The Warranty does not apply to normal wear, tear, misuse or failure.
Please read and follow the products’ instructions and warnings.

